Utilizing Gamma-Beta function, we can build one series involving reciprocal of non-central binomial coefficients, then We can structure several new series of reciprocals of non-central binomial coefficients by item splitting, these new created denominator of series contain 1 to 4 odd factors of binomial coefficients. As the result of splitting items, some identities of series of numbers values of reciprocals of binomial coefficients are given. The method of splitting terms offered in this paper is a new combinatorial analysis way and elementary method to create new series.
Introduction
Binomial coefficient series plays an important role among Number theory, Graph Theory, mathematical statistics and Probability Theory, etc mathematics branches. Binomial coefficient series conversion also plays key role in research areas of combinatorial mathematics and mathematical analysis, it aroused great attention and can be referred to a large number of literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Paper [2] [3] [4] [5] the author used is called Lehmer series identity   

Some authors differential, integral, generating function, the white to Beta-gamma function, hyper geometric function series, recurrence and other mathematical tools to get important results on series of reciprocals of binomial coefficients. Paper [8] obtains alternating series involving reciprocals of central binomial coefficients. Paper [9] obtains series involving reciprocals of central binomial coefficients. We did the research the series of reciprocal of non-central binomial coefficient. Utilizing Gamma-beta function, we obtain one series involving reciprocal of non-central binomial coefficients. We can structure several new series of reciprocal of non-central binomial coefficients by splitting item; the new created denominators of series contain 1 to 4 odd factors of non-central binomial coefficients.
By continuously using the method of splitting items, we can get the series involving reciprocal of non-central.
Binomial coefficients of which denominator contain 5odd factor, 6 odd factor, … and p odd factor.
Therefore splitting term method in this paper is an elementary to build new series and also provide a new combinatorial analysis method. As the result of analysis some identities of series of number values of reciprocal of non-central binomial coefficients also provided in this paper. 
Main Results and Proof of Theorem
Proof From power series theories easy to understand, the series
Over interval (-4, 4) . Utilizing Gamma-Beta function relation and binomial coefficients,
we calculation sum function of series 
2) The denominator contains 2 odd factors of binomial coefficients in the series   
  
3) The denominator contains 3 odd factors of binomial coefficients in the series   2 3 1)(2 2 1)(2 1 )((2 1) n n n n n n 
we obtain (3). 4) Let right sides of (3) be , Left sides of (0) splitting terms 
